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Agenda

• Answer Questions Provided to InGuardians
• Answer Your Questions
InGuardians works with several clients and sees a variety of Smart Meter deployments. Although we have conducted "research" that is not associated with our clients, this has generally occurred merely to facilitate our understanding of hardware assessments. We talk about those methods but we do not mention our clients or the vendors they leverage.

As most of you know, AMI solutions are usually unique to each utility. Although some of the equipment, internal and external, are the same, each utility has their own "method" that best suits their business challenges and perceived risks.
Let's start by saying that interacting with a Smart Meter may or may not require a Security Code. To do any administrative actions the Security Code is required. However, some meter vendors do provide read access to "some" standard and manufacturer tables without the need to authenticate to the meter.

As to the information contained, this is all solution dependent. The information contained in the standard tables are documented in the C12.19 standard document. Manufacturer tables, however, are a different story. Those are proprietary and maintained internally. They may or may not be shared with the utility. This data is generally configuration data and consumption information. Smart Meters are VERY configurable. Utilities might only leverage a small portion of the data and to everything else on the back end. But if they are not worried about data in specific tables, are they managing it?

One of the things that OptiGuard, the optical assessment toolkit developed by InGuardians, provides is an insight into all of the tables. It doesn't know how to specifically parse the data without additional information provided by "someone." But, if the data contains strings or words, rather than just number data, then it might be easy to figure out. Insider knowledge could also help.
Utilities still have to pay for the "data reads" as the data is transmitted across the cellular network they have selected. So frequency is going to depend on their tolerance for paying for that information. Typically a normal meter read is going to happen once per day across a solution. At least that is a good benchmark. Area or individual reads to detect and respond to issues will happen periodically but "generally" not across the entire solution. The size of the utility is going to play a factor in this as well.
I asked on utility security contact "What is your biggest fear?" His response was "That you will be able to leverage the AMI assets (i.e. Smart Meters, relays, aggregators) to jump to the internal network or to other systems such as in a substation." So, that is the question.

In the solutions we have reviewed, InGuardians has not been able to leverage Smart Meters specifically to hop to other Smart Meters or systems on the internal or external networks. Yet. That is the continuous question. Every time a vendor makes a modification to the metrology board or the communications board there is a possibility.

Utilities need to approach AMI and SCADA solutions from the stand point that a resource HAS been compromised. Can that compromise be contained such that it does not propagate through the network? Can you detect anomalous activity and respond quickly? If the solution is provided by a third-party, do they have these capabilities and are the contractually obligated to tell the utility?
Thus far InGuardians has experienced no AMI solutions where the HAN network has been enabled. Actually, part of our tasks are to ensure the HAN radios are disabled. Of course, most solutions (if they are not implementing them now) are being deployed with the capabilities because the utility needs to think ahead to those programs. But, for now, InGuardians has not experienced issues in this area. This will change as we move forward.

But whose responsibility is that anyway? Do utilities have control over the devices purchased by their customers? Are they going to force their customers to particular solutions? Are they going to configure those solutions for their customers?

The question really boils down to, how is the solution protecting the private keys that enable secure communications between the HAN and the Smart Meter. It is these keys that will permit attackers to mimic Smart Meters and attack the HAN users. This protection is solution dependent and requires consideration of the Smart Meter, key management server, and the solutions encryption management practices.
Yes. This "required" having knowledge of the Security Code. Some meters use standard procedures for connects/disconnects. Other meters use manufacturer procedures, and therefore proprietary, and disable the standard procedures. But with procedure fuzzing, if you know the Security Code, you may be able to connect/disconnect the meter without knowledge of the required procedure.
Shutting Off The Cold Air

• Was it possible for you to shut off or otherwise control specific appliances within the house?

No. Doing this will most likely not come from the actual Smart Meter. More than likely this will occur using tools that leverage stolen HAN keys and third-party or custom tools.

One thing you have to remember is that shutting off an appliance is not necessarily the worst thing that can happen. Another attack scenario involves modifying peak usage time tables. If you make a home’s appliances believe that it is not a peak period and they all turn on it is going to have an impact. If you do this on a large number of homes it could have an impact on the whole grid. Other considerations are technologies with HAN capabilities built-in but that are not connected to a HAN network. How does a business know if it is purchasing something with these capabilities? Can somebody impact them even though they are not connected to their Smart Meters and therefore not leveraging the functionality? This is not the problem of the utility, but it should be a concern for the whole industry.

There are probably many more examples people in the industry can come up with.
InGuardians has not built these capabilities into any tools. But we have talked about it. Several vendors already sell Bluetooth enabled optical probes. You can build one very easily. As the currently available assessment tools speak to a serial port, and can be modified to speak via other methods, they are compatible with these types of technologies.
We cannot talk about the solutions we are reviewing now or in the near future. I can tell you that InGuardians is EXTREMELY interested in the radio aspects of the external solutions. With the explosion of embedded devices being leveraged by businesses the attackers are going to be studying and developing tools that involve radio communications. This will have an impact on AMI and Smart Grid solutions. The industry should pay attention. We are.
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